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About This Game

This is johns.game, a Wasteland Survival Game.
You are here on Naben, a cold desert wasteland full of criminal activity, death, and loneliness. After fighting off the people who

killed your only family you find yourself having nothing left but the two hands in front of you.

The world is quickly taking a darker turn. People will die, blood will lay ways to the surface of the orange, gray earth. The world
will burn under your feet as the people around you fear you. You are John, a man with a cliche name and a hidden story of

ethics. You don't care, you control someone with no morals and he will do anything. John... he will burn the world down, break
every bone, slaughter every child, and find his truth. Do you want to know what happens in the end? John dies. Everyone dies in

the end, it's just the hard truth. I am speaking to you, I just wish you would listen.

Included Features:

Some features that have batteries included:
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Minipulation;

In-Depth Questing;

Guns;

Farming;

Cooking;

Fire;

Death;

Explosions;

Deadly Shovels;

Sexy Ambient Music;

More Death;

Towns & Locations;

Weapons & Vehicles;

Unique People;

MUCH MUCH MORE!;

HOW HAVE YOU NOT BOUGHT THIS YET?!;

.

Extra info from here down
If you find a bug or have something you think would be a good fit, please feel free to message the dev directly, complain on

Twitter or just post in the disscusions in the community hub.

The game is moderately complicated and involves a lot of thought. There are real world aspects (for example, lighting a fire
using fire, breaking a snowman gives you snow, etc.) for a slightly more realistic tone. This game is pretty community driven in

the sense that if you want something you just ask.
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Title: johnsgame
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
GCRH, Daynar
Publisher:
GCRH
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1.6 Ghz Intel® Core™ i7 Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 Intel(R) HD Graphics Family

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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The art is lovely! But the game itself is a huge NOPE, to quote the writing on the wall (in game) "what a waste of time," I hope
they try again with a better story and puzzles that make sense.. Tl;dr, I found this game boring after the first eight semi-repetitve
levels. Complete cart-based physics sim, with almost no challenge after you clear the first level and uinderstand the physics
conrtols acting on it.

The first level I fell off about 6 to 9 times while I figured out how big the cart is on the platform and how fast you need to go to
make the jumps. After that, between the second to the eighth level, I think I fell off a total of four times. And the final part that
cemented my feels toward it was when I got stuck at one point with two wheels off, unable to move. And try as I might there
didn't seem to be a pause and reset feature (maybe I didn't hit the right combo of buttons). But after that I was bored and done
with the game.

It felt like a 3D POV mario cart platformer.. its a very good game its simple and fun to play, the characters are funny and the
music complements the game. i recommend this game, all the people in the family can played and its fun wathc how diferent
everybody find the solution.
. Abstract golf - harder then new Sekiro.... Turn back now.. game is cheap....so...what do you expect?. While a lot of VNs seem
to think they need to have at least one cringy dubious route, this game takes that trope and turns it into something gloriously
sinister. There's surprises here, but you know up-front the MC, Alex, is here to wreck this family as "revenge" ... and it's
absolutely delicious playing through the different routes to discover just exactly why this man is hellbent on destroying this
house. By the time I'd done just two routes, I was ready to help him burn that damn house to cinders.

While the routes, naturally, don't coexist alongside each other, they are all vital to give you pieces to solve Alex's past, and the
backstories of all the characters (including the bad ends- nope, you can't skip those, as some of them provide valuable insight to
Alex's psyche). Fortunately, the cast and mysteries are written in such a compelling way, the bad ends are just as exciting as
neutral or good ones.

I was immensely pleased to find a large portion of this game is voice acted! Scenes that act as subplot, or connectors, usually
aren't voiced, but those with a tighter focus always were. It's also excellently voice acted with great skill. A++, the voice acting
is probably my favourite feature of the game, aside from the music.

The art is just.... incredible. Amazing. Fantastic. I cannot praise it enough. As a lifelong artist myself, I can sometimes get a bit
picky about VNs, but this game... wow. The depth of shading, colour, the accuracy of the decorations and clothing (!!!), the
correct proportions and oh god does this game have hand porn. Hnnghh.

And, as an historian/archivist, I gotta say these guys did their research. I was constantly impressed just with the side details of
speech, clothing, and the setting. NICE.

The only critique I can offer is the translation sometimes is a bit stiff (pun intended), or awkwardly worded. While I did find
word choice a bit funny at times, it did not distract from my enjoyment of the game whatsoever.

It's a pricey game, I was hesitant to drop $35 on a VN, but if you can afford it.. Get it. Get it now. It has such great replayability
for me, as I love all the characters.

***IMPORTANT SIDENOTE: if, like me, your name IRL is Alex .... you are going to have a helluva great time listening to
these cute boys. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Super cute and relaxing. I loved both of the happy endings: 'Sweetness and Light' & 'Strawberry Kisses'.
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All of the badges, emotes, and backgrounds are also really cute. ♥♥. My first impression of this game after 4 hours of play is
pretty good. In spite of the kiddy graphics there's a surprising amount of depth to this game. Each game is randomly generated
giving you a different experience each time. I haven't played too far into the game yet so I don't know how it develops later on,
but I'm certainly enjoying the early game.

https://youtu.be/NVt57iFHjX8
The Spatials is basically split into two parts: first you have a base-building tycoon style game, second you have a real time RPG
game where characters go on missions, level up and so on.

Base building is the core of the game, your goal is to build a large space station that will attract many visitors from different
alien races, supply them with their needs and of course, make money out of them. To do this you'll not only need to build the
station, but supply it with resources, and there are many different resources to be found on the hundred or so planets out there.

Research is necessary to unlock new room and equipment types and there's a tech tree that you progress through, making your
station more advanced over time. To unlock new techs you need to gain research points by going on missions. This is also how
you discover and acquire the resources you need.

Your station requires staff. There are five different types of characters, obviously modelled on Star Trek - the diplomat, the
science officer, the doctor, the strategist and the engineer, each with colour coded uniforms making it easy to tell them apart.
Not only do they work in the station but more importantly, they go on missions to various planets. This is where the real time
RPG part of the game comes in.

Each character possesses different skills and items. Going on missions gains them experience which causes them to level up and
further develop their skills. They also develop increasingly sophisticated needs that must be fulfilled, like certain foods for
example. Oddly, their only need at the beginning of the game is sleep, apparently they don't even need to eat at the start, which
is just as well, because you don't have any food or the means to cook it.

Missions consist of choosing five characters, landing on a planet and performing certain tasks, like destroying enemy bases and
so on. The combat is pretty simple once you get the hang of it, with each character having a certain special skill that can be
activated with a keypress (1-5). It's very important to keep pressing the 4 button to keep healing your characters. They can't
actually die in combat, but if their health is reduced to zero they are put "in stasis", so they can no longer take part in the
mission. If this happens to all your characters then you've failed the mission. You can easily try it again later though, perhaps
with different characters and equipment.

Once you've won a mission you get certain rewards, such as resources and items, as well as experience and research points. You
also have access to the planet's resources, which you can start harvesting, to add to your station inventory. You can upgrade your
characters with new skills and new weapons to make them stronger in future missions.

You can also accept contracts which are like missions, but you don't actually play the mission, you just send up to three officers
on the mission, pay a fee and get a result a few minutes later.

New staff members can be recruited at embassies, and every system has one career mission which unlocks a new star system.
Over time, enemies grow stronger and your characters level up, making them stronger. All the while you have to keep growing
your base and providing more and more services for the visiting aliens.

While the graphical style is a retro isometric view, it's detailed and colourful and serves its purpose. It won't win any prizes but
that's not what the game is about. The gameplay is straightforward, easy to learn and enjoyable. It may become quite challenging
to satisfy all of your visitor's needs once the station grows large enough, but I haven't got that far in the game yet.

My first impression though, is very good. It's a fun game, an interesting challenge, and very relaxing to play. I recommend it.
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Movement is not 1:1. Nauseating to say the least.. Fun Game, and Great Graphics, for it's time. Unfortuatly time has surely
taken it's toll on this game. Because of improving graphics and optimized controls, this game has become obsolete. I know that
Swat 4 is still very playable, but unfortuatly Swat 3 is not as much. It's just hard for me personally to play a game that's
Characters heads arn't smooth. The graphics are definatly worse than the pictures in the store, I would not be complaining if this
game was around $5 because of it's age but $10 is a bit much. Don't waste your money on this game and just wait untill swat 4
comes to steam. -Over And Out-. As a fan of sega I consider quite cool to have this well known sega emblematic character in
sonic racing even if i don't know Shemue games so much.. I did not use this game to farm trading cards.. At first glance,
MouseCraft looked like it may be aimed at too low of an age audience for me to find challenging. I was wrong. The game
continues to introduce new mechanics every so often, stepping up the complexity of the puzzles and keeping levels varied.
Another plus is the ability to design your own levels. I think this game could appeal to a wide age bracket and does an excellent
job at stimulating creative thinking. I never encountered any bugs or issues with the game & highly recommend it.. This game
does what it advertises, nothing more, nothing less. Although it is comparable to Pony Island for its "meta" humor, Cheap Golf
never strays far off the tracks. What I mean is that the gameplay and the "structure" of the game never shifts in unexpected
ways. It is very much straightforward from start to finish: a golf level restricted to a single screen, then a short dialog with
SUSAN, then another golf level, etc. I was a bit underwhelmed while playing, so I advise people not to set their expectations too
high like I did.

Despite all that, I'm still giving Cheap Golf a light recommendation. It is a good golf game for sure. To me the best attribute this
game has is the level design. there's only a few gameplay elements, but they are used in clever ways so that every level feels
distinct and interesting. The humor is also fun enough; It got a few chuckles out of me and is never embarrassingly bad.

All in all, it's fun but don't expect more than what you're seeing in the screenshots.
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